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A supermolecular building approach
for the design and construction of
metal–organic frameworks
Vincent Guillerm,a Dongwook Kim,b Jarrod F. Eubank,c Ryan Luebke,a Xinfang Liu,b
Karim Adil,a Myoung Soo Lah*b and Mohamed Eddaoudi*ad
In this review, we describe two recently implemented conceptual approaches facilitating the design and
deliberate construction of metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), namely supermolecular building block (SBB)
and supermolecular building layer (SBL) approaches. Our main objective is to offer an appropriate means
to assist/aid chemists and material designers alike to rationally construct desired functional MOF materials,
made-to-order MOFs. We introduce the concept of net-coded building units (net-cBUs), where precise
embedded geometrical information codes uniquely and matchlessly a selected net, as a compelling route
for the rational design of MOFs. This concept is based on employing pre-selected 0-periodic metal–
organic polyhedra or 2-periodic metal–organic layers, SBBs or SBLs respectively, as a pathway to access
the requisite net-cBUs. In this review, inspired by our success with the original rht-MOF, we extrapolated
our strategy to other known MOFs via their deconstruction into more elaborate building units (namely
polyhedra or layers) to (i) elucidate the unique relationship between edge-transitive polyhedra or layers
and minimal edge-transitive 3-periodic nets, and (ii) illustrate the potential of the SBB and SBL approaches
as a rational pathway for the design and construction of 3-periodic MOFs. Using this design strategy, we
have also identified several new hypothetical MOFs which are synthetically targetable.
1. Introduction
Over the past two decades, the research community has
witnessed the prominent growth of a special class of materials,
namely metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), that have risen to
the forefront of solid-state chemistry.1,2 This particular class of
crystalline materials offers a high degree of structural and
functional tunability3,4 that is not available with other conventional
porous materials (e.g., zeolites, activated carbons).2 The resultant
structural modularity (e.g., use of different metals, reticular
chemistry,5 post-synthetic modifications,6 etc.) and exceptional
controlled porosity make MOFs ideal candidate materials to
address many enduring societal challenges pertaining to energy
and environmental sustainability and beyond.7,8
MOF crystal chemistry oﬀers the potential to introduce desired
properties and functionality prior to the assembly process by pre-
selecting building blocks to contain desired structural and geo-
metrical information that codes for a given underlying net. The
aforementioned assembly process, referred to as the molecular
building block (MBB) approach, permits access to MOFs with
simple topologies, such as edge-transitive nets (nets with one kind
of edge).1 The successful implementation of the MBB approach
for the rational design and construction of MOFs necessitates the
satisfaction of key prerequisites: (1) selection of an ideal blueprint
net that is exclusive for the assembly of its corresponding basic
building units, and (2) isolation of the reaction conditions that
consistently allow the in situ formation of the desired inorganic
MBB, matching the augmented basic building units (vertex
figures) of the targeted net. Notably, uninodal and binodal nets
with high connectivity, that is having at least one node with
connectivity n 4 8, are suitable targets in crystal chemistry, as
they oﬀer a limited number of plausible nets for the assembly of
their related highly-connected MBBs.9
The diﬃculty in isolating reaction conditions that permit the
formation of highly-connectedMBBs (i.e.,Z12) is directly evident by
the relatively scarce number of MOFs with high connectivities.10–19
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It should be mentioned that simple MBBs with connectivity of 8
or greater are often too intricate to be systematically obtained
by means of simple organic ligands or polynuclear clusters.
Nonetheless, such complex and elaborate building blocks can
be designed and attained as supermolecular building blocks
(SBBs), larger building units based on the assembly of relatively
simple and readily accessible (typically) 3- or 4-connected (3-c
or 4-c) MBBs. Utilization of these SBBs with a high degree of
symmetry and connectivity, as well as the needed elaborate
directional and structural information, permits access to novel
MOF platforms, as recently demonstrated by the use of 24-, 18-,
or 12-connected metal–organic polyhedra (MOPs) as SBBs for
the intended formation of highly-connected rht-MOFs,12,13,20,21
gea-MOFs,10 and fcu-MOFs, respectively.22,23
The aforementioned SBB approach calls for utilization of
MOPs as SBBs in the construction of MOFs, an approach with
great potential to enhance control over the targeted framework.12,24
In this approach, the SBB, formed in situ through association of
MBBs, is employed as a building unit with larger dimensions and
more complex connectivity.12 In general, when constructingMOFs
from SBBs the peripheral points of extension of the SBB define a
geometric building unit that is equivalent to augmenting a node
in a network, a net vertex figure. Programming the SBB with a
hierarchy of proper information to promote the synthesis of
targeted structures, while simultaneously avoiding other easily
attainable low-connectivity nets,25,26 represents a significant
advancement in framework design.10
Evidently, the more directional and structural information
that can be incorporated into the building unit, the higher the
degree of predictability and potential for design. Of special
interest in crystal chemistry areminimal edge-transitive 3-periodic
nets—a net with only one or two kinds of edges—enclosing
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edge-transitive polyhedra or layers as hierarchical building
units that are distinctively coding for the associated net.
Inspired by our success with the design of the original rht-MOF,
we extrapolated our strategy to other known MOFs via their
deconstruction into more elaborate building units, namely poly-
hedra; we took the strategy one step further, and explored other
potential elaborate building units, namely metal–organic layers,
resulting in the realization of the analogous supermolecular build-
ing layer (SBL) approach. The combined efforts allowed us to (i)
elucidate the unique relationship between edge-transitive polyhe-
dra or layers and minimal edge-transitive 3-periodic nets, and (ii)
illustrate the potential of the SBB and SBL approaches as rational
pathways for the design and construction of 3-periodic MOFs. In
this review, we introduce the concept of net-coded building units
(net-cBUs), where precise embedded geometrical information
codes uniquely and matchlessly a select net, as a compelling route
for the rational design of MOFs. This concept is based on employ-
ing pre-selected 0-periodic metal–organic polyhedra or 2-periodic
metal–organic layers, SBBs or SBLs respectively, as a pathway to
access the requisite net-cBUs.
In this review, we will enumerate the most notable MOFs
comprised of MOPs, obtained either by serendipity or designed
through the powerful SBB approach, as well as another class of
MOFs that are built from simple or highly elaborate pillaring of
layers, some recently designed via the SBL approach. This review
focuses on selected examples that can be rationally designed via the
unique supermolecular building approaches, rather than presenting
an exhaustive catalog. For detailed analysis of network topologies
and their corresponding basic vertex connectivities, we suggest the
reader to refer to seminal work by O’Keeﬀe and Yaghi, et al.27–29
Markedly, our aim is to provide the material designers the
required tools permitting the access to and practice of the SBB
and the SBL approaches for the rational design and construc-
tion of MOFs, tailored for specific applications. Accordingly,
this review is divided into two parts: The first section includes a
list of pre-programmed MOPs, as well as various ways for their
subsequent cross-linking into targeted specific net topologies;
in the second part, the SBL approach will be detailed, oﬀering
the kind of layers that can be targeted and enumerating the
various possibilities for their subsequent pillaring.
2. Supermolecular building blocks
(SBBs)
The SBB approach relies on the use of a MOP as an elaborate
building entity, coded to contain the requisite information to
construct a targeted MOF with a given topology. For this purpose,
the MOP must contain the geometrical information and desired
peripheral points of extension (connectivity) that match the
net-cBUs, which codes uniquely for a select targeted net.
Our groups demonstrate that it is possible to utilize externally
functionalized MOPs as SBBs for the synthesis of MOFs with unique
and predictable nets.13,23,24 The SBB approach, conceived and
introduced by Eddaoudi’s group,24 is well-positioned to address
the enduring scarcity of highly-connected building units required
to construct MOFs based on high-connectivity nets. Indeed, simple
MBBs with connectivity of 8 or greater are often too intricate to
systematically obtain by means of simple organic ligands or multi-
nuclear clusters. Such complex structures can be more easily
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designed by utilizing SBBs with a high degree of symmetry and
connectivity; consequently, enhanced directional and structural
information is available for the SBB. In principle, there is a degree
of predictability in such a strategy that is not present with low-
connectivity basic MBBs, thus novel structures can be targeted.
Practically, highly-connected nets with at least one node Z12 are
suitable targets in crystal chemistry, as they limit the number of
outcome nets for the assembly of their associated highly-connected
building blocks. Additionally, selection of blueprint nets based on
minimal edge-transitive 3-periodic nets oﬀers great potential for the
rational design and construction of MOFs.
Fascinatingly, there exist only nine polyhedra that are edge-
transitive. This feature is of prime importance in crystal chemistry
as their augmented (truncated) polyhedron can be ideally employed
as a polyhedron-blueprint to target the associated MOP and their
subsequent assembly into related MOFs. Fig. 1 shows the edge-
transitive polyhedra along with their derived truncated polyhedra.
A closer look at these edge-transitive polyhedra reveals that seven
out of nine are constructed exclusively from 3-c nodes, 4-c nodes or
a combination of 3-c and 4-c nodes (i.e., tet, cub, oct, cuo, rdo, dod,
and ido). Markedly, the three edge-transitive polyhedra (i.e., oct, cuo,
ido) based on 4-c nodes have a similar corresponding square vertex
figure, and are ideal targets in crystal chemistry for the construction
of MOPs. That is, there are only three ways to link squares with one
kind of edge into a polyhedron. It is to be mentioned that a vertex
figure in a given polyhedron defines the points at which the MBBs
are joined together to form the associated MOP (Fig. 2).
The requisite inorganic 4-connected square MBBs are readily
accessible via metal–ligand directed coordination chemistry. This
is exemplified by the dinuclear square paddlewheel cluster occur-
ring with various metals (Ru, Cu, Rh, No, Fe, Ni, Co, Re, Cr, Zn,
Mn, W, Tc, Os, Bi, Rh/Bi, Pt, Al, Mg, In, Pd/Co, Pd/Mn, Pd/Zn).30
The paddlewheel-shaped MBB offers access to a plethora of
structures,31 due to its relatively low connectivity (4-c or 6-c,
typically); its combination with organic ligands has been exten-
sively studied and some synthetic conditions are already well-
established permitting access to the aforementioned MBB
in situ, and its transposition into specific structural motifs.
2.1. Metal–organic polyhedra (MOPs)
2.1.1. Influence of the bent ligands.Most of the reported MOPs
are constructed by the assembly of inorganic MBBs, single-metal
ions or clusters (M), with bent ligands (L), as exemplified by
Fujita et al. through their exemplary work, over the past decade,
with palladium-based MOPs, which confirms the importance of the
geometry or bent angle of the ligand (Fig. 3).32,33 By a slight variation
of the bent angle, they were able to isolate the experimental frontier
angle between two kinds ofMOPs (M12L24 andM24L48) both with the
same 1 :2 M to L ratio. Interestingly, the M24L48 MOP obtained can
be regarded as a rhombicuboctahedron, which is not an edge-
transitive polyhedron. The expected edge-transitive MOP for the
assembly of squares with bent ligands having angles in the range
of 134–1491 should have been an M30L60 ido-MOP (with an ideal
bent angle of 1441). This finding reveals the capability of isolating
additional closely-related MOPs that could each offer potential for
the rational design and construction of MOFs. Along the same line,
since the first use of the name metal–organic polyhedron and the
abbreviation of MOP, with the report of Cu-paddlewheel-based
MOP-1,34,35 exploration of similar systems based on paddlewheels
(Mo, Cu, etc.) linked through dicarboxylate-based ligands has led
to the isolation of several MOPs (M2L4, M3L6, M6L12, M12L24) by
varying the bent angles of the ligands from 0 to 1201.36–38
Furthermore, the possibility for synthesis of expanded MOPs
has been demonstrated, either by extending the lengths of a
ligand,39 or by the incorporation of ligands with various angles
Fig. 1 The nine edge-transitive polyhedra (top) and their augmented (i.e., truncated) equivalents.
Fig. 2 Schematic showing the relation between the edge-transitive
cuboctahedron and the copper-isophthalate MOP-1.
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in the same polyhedron.40 This mixed-ligand strategy allows the
discovery of more complex and finely-tailored MOPs that can
surely be used in fine for the formation of very complex extended
structures.10 For a more complete overview of the fascinating
MOP structures, the reader is invited to read the excellent and
well-documented reviews of Stang et al.41,42 and Zaworotko et al.43
2.1.2. Versatile MOPs. MOPs constructed from specific
versatile MBBs, such as the di-copper paddlewheel, include
the previously mentioned and already well-known MOP-1.34,35
Specifically, MOP-1 can be regarded as a cuboctahedron, when
the functionalizable apical positions of the paddlewheels are
considered as the vertices of the polyhedron. It can alternatively
be regarded as a rhombicuboctahedron with 24 vertices when
considering the 5-position of the isophthalates as vertices of
the polyhedron. The same principles are, of course, applicable
to other paddlewheel-based MOPs (Fig. 4), allowing, in fine,
numerous design options.
2.2. MOPs for MOF design
2.2.1. Assembly of tetrahedral SBBs. Aside from the previous
examples, numerous other types of MOPs are targetable, and
potentially can be utilized as SBBs to target 3-periodic MOFs.
Several examples of MOPs which could be envisioned as tetra-
hedral SBBs have been published. In 2005, Yaghi et al. reported
the synthesis of various sulfate-capped discrete tetrahedral
MOPs (IRMOP-51 to -53) based on the assembly of linear and
triangular ligands with Fe-based trinuclear clusters, trimers.44
The vertices of each member of this IRMOP series are composed
of Fe3O(–O2CR)3(SO4)3(py)3 units with the sulfates acting as
capping groups that prevent the formation of extended struc-
tures. Thus, the Fe3O(–O2CR)3 unit acts as a triangular MBB that
is connected to three ditopic (IRMOP-50 to -53) organic linkers.
In all cases the coordination sphere of each metal is completed
by a terminal pyridine ligand that gives an overall octahedral
Fig. 3 Illustration of the strong influence of the bent angle of the ligand
on the geometry of the resulting MOP.
Fig. 4 Depending on the chosen vertices, MOP-1 can be regarded
as a cuboctahedron, cuo (12 paddlewheels as vertices), or a rhombicub-
octahedron, rco (24 bent ligands as vertices).
Fig. 5 The bridging of MOP-51 SBBs by twelve 2-c ligands leads to MOF-500 with fcu topology.
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Fe center. Shortly thereafter, they demonstrated the possibility
to connect these MOPs using cis-1,2-bis-4-pyridylethane (BPE),
instead of pyridine, to produce MOF-500 (Fig. 5).45 In fact, the
crystal structures of MOF-500 and cubic IRMOP-51 are super-
imposable and have the same F%43m symmetry; contractions of
only 0.4 Å between adjacent tetrahedra in IRMOP-51 are
required for connection to occur in MOF-500.
While considering the structure of MOF-500 as bridging of
MOP-51 (distorted cuboctahedron, 12 points of extension) through
2-c ligands, the structure can be defined as having fcu topology.
However this net can also be regarded as crs topology with a
[Fe3O(SO4)3(–O2CR)3(py)3] unit as a uninodal 6-c MBB, where the
MBBs form two different kinds of corner-shared tetrahedral MOPs
in a staggered fashion (Fig. 6). In the network, the 6-c [Fe3O(SO4)3-
(–O2CR)3(py)3] MBB of C3v (3m) point symmetry is interconnected via
three 2-c BPDC ligands (where, H2BPDC = 4,40-biphenyldicarboxylic
acid) and three 2-c BPE ligands. Four MBBs are interconnected via
six BPDC ligands to form a tetrahedral MOP and other four 6-c
MBBs are similarly interconnected via six BPE ligands to another
tetrahedral MOP. These two different kinds of tetrahedral MOPs are
corner-shared in a staggered fashion and the topology of the network
is a dia-b-e (an edge net of dia-b (binary dia)). It is worthmentioning
that dia (diamond) is the default (most commonly occurring) net for
the assembly of tetrahedra.
Fe´rey et al. reported a key contribution based on corner-shared
tetrahedral SBBs, resulting in the discovery of mesoporous MOFs
having a zeolite topology; at the time of their discovery these MOFs
had some of the highest specific surface areas reported. These
unique MOFs, namely MIL-100 and MIL-101, are based on the
self-assembly of similar metal–organic supertetrahedra (STs).46–48
The arrangement of organic linkers, respectively 1,3,5-benzenetricar-
boxylate (1,3,5-BTC; trimesate) and 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate
(1,4-BDC; p-BDC, terephthalate), and inorganic trimers leads
to the formation of a large ST. The ST is built in such a way that
the four vertices of the ST are occupied by trimers while the
organic linkers are located at the four faces or six edges of the
ST. The connection of STs is established through vertices to
ensure a 3-periodic network of corner-shared tetrahedral SBBs.
When considering the assembly of these STs in MIL-100 and
MIL-101, the MOFs exhibit the same topology (mtn) related to
the MTN zeolite, but a precise analysis of points of extension
reveals an important difference. Despite the fact that both have
12 points of extension, an ST built up from inorganic trimers
(M = Cr, Fe, Al, etc.) and the 2-c 1,4-BDC (MIL-101) possesses
vertices which match those from a truncated tetrahedron, while
an ST built from the same types of inorganic trimers but with
the 3-c 1,3,5-BTC ligand (MIL-100) can be regarded as a
distorted cuboctahedron. This difference is of prime impor-
tance as it exemplifies the possibility of using STs as SBBs for
synthesizing structurally-related MOFs.
Indeed, Serre and co-workers have recently reported a novel
mesoporous MOF, MIL-143, synthesized using a mixed-ligand
strategy. MIL-143 is built up from two kinds of STs (the one from
MIL-101, and a benzene-tribenzoate (BTB) expansion of the ST from
MIL-100).49 From a topological point of view, this structure can be
interpreted in several diﬀerent ways (Fig. 7). The first one is
to consider the truncated tetrahedron STs (composed of six linear
1,4-BDC ligands) as the SBBs; which, when connected through the
triangular BTB ligands leads to the binodal (3,12)-c network with ttt
topology. Alternatively, if the expanded STs (with BTB on the faces)
are considered as the SBBs, they are then linked through the linear
1,4-BDC ligands, which results in the interpretation of the structure
as the well-known fcu topology. Both fcu and ttt are edge-transitive
nets, therefore the obtained structures are those with the higher
probability to form. Similarly to MOF-500, these MOPs can be
considered as tetrahedra, which are corner-shared in a staggered
fashion, and the topology of the network is dia-b-e. This is actually
the only way for linking corner-shared staggered tetrahedra with a
1801 angle.
Thus, the use of tetrahedral SBBs can provide access to diamond
topologies, diamond-related topologies, and the zeolitic mtn
topology. In fact, Fe´rey and coworkers have shown the potential to
construct other MOFs related to additional zeolitic topologies
through molecular modelling of hypo-MIL-1 and hypo-MIL-2.50
2.2.2. Assembly of cubic SBBs.Metal–organic cubes (MOCs) are
another category of MOPs that offer potential to serve as SBBs, as
first reported by Eddaoudi et al. in 2004.25 The architecture of this
particular MOP consists of heterofunctional imidazoledicarboxylate
ligands bridging eight single-metal ions, and, when considering the
functionalized periphery, can be viewed as a double four-membered
ring (d4R) composite building unit (as in conventional zeolites), i.e.,
a building unit consisting of eight tetrahedra in a cube-like arrange-
ment where the ligands replace the edges of the cube and the
vertices offer potential for cross-linking. The use of such MOPs as
programmed building blocks with a hierarchy of appropriate infor-
mation enables and promotes the synthesis of targeted structures,
while simultaneously avoiding other easily attainable or default
4-connected nets, such as the aforementioned diamond net (dia).51
Vertex-linked MOCs. Eddaoudi et al. reported the utilization
of these MOCs as SBBs, highlighting the ability to cross-link
them into 3-periodicMOF structures with zeolite-like topologies, i.e.,
zeolite-like metal–organic-frameworks (ZMOFs). The ZMOFs could
be constructed by linking these MOCs via linear links, thus giving
rise to MOFs having lta26 or aco52 (also known as pcb) topologies
(Fig. 8). Alternatively, linking these MOCs through 4-c nodes
should result in ZMOFs having ast (Fig. 8)26 or asv topologies.
Fig. 6 MOF-500 can be regarded as the assembly of two distinct tetra-
hedral cages. In this case, the resulting topology is dia (or dia-b-e).
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Fig. 7 Topological analysis of MIL-143. Considering the SBBs as truncated tetrahedra constructed from 1,4-BDC and Fe trimers, crosslinked by BTB
ligands, the topology is ttt. Considering the SBBs as distorted cuboctahedra constructed from BTB and Fe trimers, bridged by 1,4-BDC ligands, the
topology is fcu. Both fcu and ttt are edge-transitive nets.
Fig. 8 MOCs can be externally functionalized to serve as SBBs for the assembly of MOFs with zeolitic topologies.
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The aforementioned zeolite nets (aco, ast, asv, and lta) are
especially interesting to reticular chemistry as their nets corre-
spond to the augmentation of the edge-transitive nets bcu, flu,
scu, and reo, respectively, where the d4Rs serve as the cube-like
vertex figures.53 Specifically, bcu and reo are both semi-regular
8-c nets, and scu and flu are edge-transitive (4,8)-c nets.26,52
Diﬀerent research groups have contributed to the develop-
ment of MOC-based materials, using the vertex-linked strategy
showing exclusively pcu or aco topologies.54,55 Feng et al. also
reported the reaction of Zn(II), imidazole (HIm), and 5-methyl-
benzimidazole (HMBIm) in the presence of ()-2-amino-1-
butanol and benzene, which yielded the zeolitic network, TIF-3,
with aco topology based on the [Zn8(Im)6(MBIm)6]
4 cluster as a
cubic MOP.55
Edge-linked MOCs. Xu et al. reported ([Li11(Ni8L12)(H2O)12]-
Li9(H2O)20)n in which [Ni8L12]
20 MOPs are bridged via the four
oxygen atoms from two edge-ligands of two adjacent cubic
MOPs. Of the twelve edges of the cubic MOP, only six edges are
alternately linked to the six adjacent cubic MOPs. This MOP can be
considered as an octahedral 6-c node, and hence, the network can
be viewed as having a distorted pcu network topology (Fig. 9).54
Chen et al. reported a MOF based on a doubly edge-center-linked
cubic MOP exhibiting a pcu topology. Indeed, the arrangement of
doubly-linked cubic MOPs, considered as a 6-c octahedral node,
displays primitive cubic packing (Fig. 10).56
2.2.3. Assembly of octahedral SBBs. The first octahedral
(oct) MOP, made by bridging indium metal centers with
2,5-pyridinedicarboxylates, was introduced by Eddaoudi’s group
in 2005.57 Later the same year, a carboxylate-based MOP, MOP-28,
was reported by Yaghi et al. in 2005, and was synthesized by the
assembly of copper paddlewheels with 2,20:50,200-terthiophene-
5,500-dicarboxylate (TTDC).36 Each MOP is composed of 6
Cu2(–O2CR)4 paddlewheel building blocks and 12 cis,cis-terthio-
phene ligands. Each paddlewheel (square) has two terminal ligands:
One water molecule pointing inward and one N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone
pointing away from the center of the truncated octahedral cage.
In 2009, Zhou et al. reported a related MOP built up from
9H-carbazole-3,6-dicarboxylate (CDC). It was anticipated that
the N–H functional groups of the ligands would form hydrogen
bonds with appropriate solvent molecules, improving the solubility
of the ensuing MOP. The Cu2(–O2CR)4 paddlewheel clusters occupy
the six corners of an octahedron, while labile terminal ligands cap
the two axial positions of paddlewheel units. The ligand substitution
of the outer labile axial ligands with bridging ditopic organic linkers,
here 4,40-bipyridine, leads to the formation of an extended structure
from this MOP with pcu topology (Fig. 11).38 The resulting MOF can
alternatively be described as a 5-c net of cab topology. Specifically,
the net corresponds to cab-c (twofold catenated cab) topology and
contains the octahedral MOP based on CDC as a 2-c bent edge and
the paddlewheel cluster [Cu2(–O2CR)4] as a 4-c square planar MBB.
The octahedral MOP is further interconnected via 4,40-bipyridine
linkers to the network of a cab (pcu-a) topology based on the
octahedral MOP as a 6-c octahedral SBB.
Furthermore, by using the versatility of the above described
CDC-based SBB, but now bridging them through functionaliza-
tion of the bent position of the ligand, this octahedral SBB can
also be regarded as a 12-c cuboctahedron (the same principle as
depicted in Fig. 4). This SBB is amenable to the formation of a
MOF with fcu topology (Fig. 12).22
In fact, the first examples of SBB-based fcu-MOFs were
published by Eddaoudi, Zaworotko, et al. in 2008.23 The topology
of the resultant MOFs (e.g., [Ni2(ABTC)(H2O)3] (H4ABTC =
3,5-dicarboxyl-(30,50-dicarboxylazophenyl)benzene)) can be ration-
alized in two diﬀerent but equally valid ways. The octahedral
building unit can be interpreted as a 12-c SBB, in which the
squares are assembled by connecting the centroids of the
benzene rings. A decorated cuboctahedron SBB of formula M6L12
Fig. 9 Cross-linkage of Ni-based MOCs by half of their vertices with Li
leads to a MOF with underlying pcu topology, where the MOC is 6-c,
forming an octahedral SBB.
Fig. 10 Double edge-cross linkage of MOCs leads to a MOF with under-
lying pcu topology, where the MOC is 6-c, forming an octahedral SBB.
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is thereby revealed. The SBBs are connected through the ligand
to generate the observed face-centered cubic (fcu) network. On
the other hand, if one selects to choose the carbons of the
carboxylates as a point of extension, then the framework can be
interpreted as a MOF assembled from two distinct 4-c nodes: a
square MBB and a rectangular ligand. The M6L12 moieties would
be regarded as an assembly of squares, rectangles, and hexagons,
generating cages resembling those in the zeolite structure sodalite.
In theseMOFs, the twelve-connected SBB is not made from regular
paddlewheels, as the 1201 angle from the terminal isophthalate
moieties would not allow the formation of a cuboctahedron. The
SBB is then made from ‘‘pseudo-paddlewheels’’ constructed from
two crystallographically independent metals, which adjusts for the
necessary angle.23
This MOF can alternatively be described as an nbo-MOF, or
as a (3,4)-c net of a tfb topology when the 4-c ligand is regarded
as two 3-c nodes.58 Twelve 1,3-benzenedicarboxylate (1,3-BDC;
m-BDC; isophthalate) groups of the tetracarboxylate ligands
and six M(II) ions from an octahedral MOP as 2-c edges and 4-c
corners, respectively, in the network. The MOP as an SBB was
further interconnected to the twelve neighboring/surrounding
MOPs in cubic close packing arrangement through the twelve
edge-centers of the octahedral MOP in the (3,4)-c network of
tfb topology.
2.2.4. Assembly of cuboctahedral SBBs. Yaghi et al. and
Zaworotko et al. simultaneously discovered the first cubocta-
hedron MOP (the aforementioned MOP-1) formulated as
Cu24(1,3-BDC)24(DMF)14(H2O)60(DMF)6(C2H5OH)6.
34,35 The simplest
way to describe the structure is to consider that each square and link
of the cuboctahedron have been replaced by the paddlewheel
(square MBB) and the 1,3-BDC (two-connector) units, respectively,
to give an augmented cuboctahedron (truncated cuboctahedron,
4.6.8 Archimedean polyhedron).59 The use of this MOP as an
SBB can give rise to MOFs with diﬀerent topologies depending
on the way the decoration occurs. Similarly to the octahedron
SBB, and, as mentioned above, the points of extension can be
through the vertices, by functionalizing the 5-position of the
bent ligand, or through the center of square faces via a ligand
coordinating to the apical position of the paddlewheel.
pcu topology. To the best of our knowledge, only the first way
of decoration described previously can be applied to allow the
crystallization of MOFs with pcu topology. Moreover, the func-
tionalization of the 5-position of the bent ligand involves,
depending on its length and flexibility, three kinds of linkage of
the cuboctahedra between: (i) the same two square faces, called A–A,
(ii) the same square nodes, called B–B, or (iii) between one square
face and one square node, called A–B (Fig. 13).
In 2007, Zaworotko et al. reported a MOF built from such an
SBB. A tetracarboxylate ligand was designed with the aim of
employing/linking MOPs via the 5-position of 1,3-benzene-
dicarboxylate moieties. The authors noted that one cuboctahedral
MOP is quadruply edge-center interlinked to the six neighboring
MOPs in a primitive cubic arrangement via the 24 edge-centers of
the MOP (Fig. 14). In other words, two diﬀerent kinds of quad-
ruple linkages, two AA-type and four BB-type are observed leading
to a pcu underlying topology.60,61 Alternatively, the structure can
be deconstructed in a diﬀerent way to aﬀord mjz topology. In
2009, Lah et al. reported an isoreticular analogue using 1,3-bis(3,5-
dicarboxylphenylethynyl)benzene as the ligand.62
Zhou et al. reported another MOF, PCN-12,63 illustrating a
quadruply edge-center-linked cuboctahedral MOP. However,
although the net has the same pcu underlying topology, the types
of the quadruple linkages diﬀer from those described in the
previously cited MOFs. While two diﬀerent kinds of quadruple
edge-center-linkages, AA-type and BB-type, are observed in the
former, only one diﬀerent kind of quadruple edge-center-linkage,
Fig. 11 Linear bridging of the CDC-based MOP through the apical position
of the six paddlewheels leads to an SBB-based MOF with pcu topology.
Fig. 12 Linear bridging of the CDC-based MOP by the bent position of
the twelve ligands (i.e., using a tetracarboxylate ligand) leads to an SBB-
based MOF with fcu topology.
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AB-type, between the square face of the cuboctahedral MOP and
the square node of the cuboctahedral MOP is observed in the
current MOF.
bcu topology. To the best of our knowledge, only one SBB-
based MOF exhibiting a bcu topology is reported. Zaworotko
et al. isolated the conditions to synthesize a sulfonated anionicMOP,
formulated as ([Cu2(5-SO3-1,3-BDC)2(4-methoxypyridine)0.50(MeOH)x-
(H2O)1.50x]12)
24, by modular self-assembly in MeOH under
ambient conditions of 5-SO3-1,3-BDC moieties, Cu(II) cations, and
coordinated base (4-methoxypyridine) molecules.64 Importantly, all
24 sulfonate moieties are exposed at the exterior of the nanoball,
which is pseudooctahedral in symmetry. They are therefore
predisposed for coordination to Cu(II), and, in the presence
of excess copper(II) nitrate, 16 sulfonate moieties bind to 16
[Cu(methoxypyridine)4]
2+ cations, thus facilitating cross-linking
via axial coordination to a second sulfonate moiety in the adjacent
nanoball. The cuboctahedral MOPs are doubly interconnected
to the edge-centers of the eight adjacent MOPs via the coordi-
nation of the sulfonate group at an edge-center to a 2-c
[Cu(methoxypyridine)4] node. Because of the symmetry of the
MOP, the crystal packing is necessarily bcc giving rise to a bcu
underlying topology (Fig. 15). This MOF can alternatively be
described as having a gjm topology.
fcu topology. The deliberate construction of MOFs displaying
a 12-c fcu topology using this type of cuboctahedron MOP is
achievable only by functionalization of the axial position of the
paddlewheel with a linear ligand due to the symmetry of the
MOP. Of course, the modularity of the MOP (e.g., diﬀerent
metals, the large choice of ditopic bent ligands, functionalized
or unfunctionalized) leads to a high number of possible com-
binations and hence a large number of potential MOFs.
To illustrate this strategy, we describe here the first example,
[Zn4(1,3-BDC)4(DABCO)(OH2)2] (DABCO = 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]-
octane), reported by Chun (Fig. 16).65 The twelve corners of the
cuboctahedral MOPs represented by the Zn(II) paddlewheel are
then connected to the other neighboring cuboctahedral MOPs
via the ditopic DABCO. This structure can alternatively be described
by considering the Zn(II) paddlewheel as a 5-c MBB giving rise
to a ubt topology.
To exemplify the versatility of this SBB-based fcu platform,
other examples have been reported, substituting Zn with Co
Fig. 13 Diﬀerent possible ways for the quadruple cross-linking of 24-
coordinated rhombicuboctahedron aﬀording underlying pcu topology.
Fig. 14 Quadruple cross-linking of MOP-1 leads to an SBB-based MOF with pcu topology.
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(i.e., metal substitution),66 replacing the m-BDC by 2,7-naphthalene-
dicarboxylate (i.e., enlargement of the 12-c SBB),66 or using
the amino-functionalized MOP-14 (i.e., decoration of the 12-c
SBB)67 with bipyridine (i.e., expanding the available space
between the SBBs).67
rht topology. As depicted in Fig. 4, the cuboctahedral MOP-1
can also be regarded as a 24-connected rhombicuboctahedron
SBB, where the MOP can be externally functionalized at the
5-position of the 1,3-BDC ligand, and thus aﬀord the establish-
ment and peripheral exposure of 24 points of extension for
potentially linking the MOPs into a 3-periodic MOF. Although
MOP-1 was first reported in 2001, its potential use as an
SBB was not fully recognized until 2007 by Eddaoudi et al.
This foreseen deferred recognition is mainly due to the late
enumeration of the singular (3,24)-c edge-transitive net, rht net,
with associated vertex figures as a rhombicuboctahedron for the
24-connected vertex and a triangle for the 3-connected vertex,
overlooked in the original list of enumerated 3-periodic edge-
transitive nets and then recognized and appended to the list by
O’Keeﬀe et al.mid-2007.68 The disclosure of the rht net, the only
(3,24)-c edge-transitive net, combined with the fact that edge-
transitive nets are suitable targets in crystal chemistry immediately
prompted Eddaoudi’s group to explore various avenues to trans-
pose and reveal the rht topology in MOF chemistry. Nevertheless,
MBBs with connectivity of 24 are presently too intricate to be
systematically obtained by means of simple organic ligands or
polynuclear clusters. The scarcity of 24-connected MBBs, in
particular, and the diﬃculty in isolating reaction conditions
that permit the formation of highly-connected MBBs (i.e.,Z12)
have triggered the naissance of the idea and founding of the
SBB approach as a means to access highly-connected (i.e., Z8)
building blocks and subsequently use them for the construc-
tion of highly-connected MOFs.
As soon as this edge-transitive rht net was disclosed as a
plausible net for the assembly of 3- and 24-connected building
units (not as a chemical structure), Eddaoudi et al. pioneered
and employed the SBB approach for the deliberate construction
of MOFs with rht topology. Introduction of rht-MOFs was based
on the employment of the functionalized cuboctahedral MOP-1
as a 24-connected rhombicuboctahedron SBB, where the MOP
is externally functionalized at the 5-position of the 1,3-BDC, and
a Cu-trimer as the cross-linking 3-connected MBB (Fig. 17).13
Concurrently, Lah et al. employed a hexacarboxylate (what we
term ‘‘trefoil’’) ligand that aﬀorded the construction of the first
disclosed rht-MOF based on covalently linked 3-c nodes.69
Comprehensively, the rht net is a singular net for the
assembly of 24-c vertices (rhombicuboctahedral, rco) and 3-c
vertices (triangular). Indeed, trigonal or 3-c organic ligands can
be readily synthesized, allowing for a high degree of tunability
or choice in the trigonal MBBs (Fig. 19). In contrast, 24-c MBBs
are relatively rare, and organic molecules with high connectivity
Fig. 15 Double cross-linking of functionalized MOP leads to an SBB-based MOF with bcu topology.
Fig. 16 Linear bridging (using DABCO or 4,4-bipyridine) of MOP-1
analogues by the apical position of the twelve paddlewheels leads to an
SBB-based MOF with fcu topology.
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typically lack suﬃcient solubility required for MOF synthesis.
Therefore, the SBB approach is ideal, utilizing externally (based
on the bent position of the ligand) functionalized cuboctahe-
dral MOPs as rhombicuboctahedral SBBs and thus allowing
access to the requisite high-connected vertices (i.e., rco) neces-
sary for the construction rht-MOFs.
The SBB strategy was exemplified in the original report of
the first rht-MOF.13 By including tetrazole functionality at the
5-position of the isophthalic acid (1,3-BDC) precursor, a rhom-
bicuboctahedron having 24 external tetrazole groups (a 24-c
vertex with rhombicuboctahedral geometry) could be formed
in situ. Under appropriate conditions, the external tetrazoles
form trimers having triangular geometry, thus allowing the
linking of the MOPs, resulting in the formation of rht-MOF-1.
It is worth mentioning, from a pure topological analysis
perspective, that the rht-MOF-1 can be deconstructed into basic
building blocks, namely 3-c and 4-c MBBs. Accordingly, as stated in
the original paper, rht-MOF-1 can be alternatively described as a
(3,3,4)-c net based on its basic building blocks (recently dubbed
ntt). Nevertheless, such a description, based on employment of the
information solely built in the 3-c and 4-c MBBs, does not provide
the requisite coded information for the directed formation of rht-
MOFs, i.e., simple combination of three distinct basic 3-c and 4-c
MBBs is not suﬃcient for the design of rht-MOFs. Whereas, the
SBB approach permits the use of the functionalized cuboctahedral
MOP-1 as a 24-connected rhombicuboctahedron SBB, the rht-
coded building units (rht-cBUs), where precise embedded
geometrical information codes uniquely and matchlessly for
the rht net and the deliberate construction of rht-MOFs.
It has recently been demonstrated that this rht platform can
be tuned via five basic pathways (Fig. 18):12
(1) Expansion of the SBB
(2) Modification of the distance between the SBB and the
trigonal MBB
(3) Substitution/modification of the triangular MBB
(4) Functionalization of the ligand
(5) Use of diﬀerent metals (Cu, Zn, Co, etc.).
Thus, this patented strategy24 allows the easy expansion and
decoration of the SBBs on demand and also allows us to ‘‘choose’’
a cationic or neutral MOF through use of the tetrazole-based
trigonal MBB or use of the purely organic MBB (trefoil ligand),
respectively.12
The singular nature of the rht net (i.e., the sole net for the
combination of 3-c and 24-c nodes) oﬀers a high/unprecedented
degree of predictability toward its successful transposition in
MOF chemistry. Of additional importance, the rht-MOF platform
oﬀers independent expansion parameters (without concern for
interpenetration; i.e., not self-dual), which has led to one of the
highest levels of tunability achieved in MOFs. This feature is
clearly reflected in the large number of rht-MOF structures
reported in the open literature; since the first public report
in January 2008,13 almost fifty derivative rht-MOFs have been
reported (Fig. 19).12,13,20,21,69–85 The rht-MOF platform allows
access to MOFs with unprecedented surface areas; namely
NU-110, based on an expanded trefoil ligand, has exhibited
one of the highest BET surface areas (SBET = 7140 m
2 g1).86,87
txt topology. Up to now, the linkage between cuboctahedron
MOPs can be realized in two separate ways: (i) Vertex-to-vertex,
where the MOP is regarded as a 12-c SBB, or (ii) edge-to-edge
fashion, where the MOP is acting as a 24-c SBB. A third possible
configuration, i.e., vertex-to-edge connection, is evident, which
results in the cuboctahedron MOP being viewed as a 36-c SBB.
Indeed, Zhang et al. reported a txt-MOF with txt topology
based on the (3,36)-c net. A 1,3-bis(3,5-dicarboxylphenylethynyl)-
pyridine ligand was employed as a 3-c node (Fig. 20).88 The
cuboctahedral MOP is connected via the 24 edge-centers and the
12 corners (apical position of the copper paddlewheel cluster) of
the MOP to six adjacent MOPs in primitive cubic arrangement
via quadruple edge-center linkages. An amide-functionalized
analogue (PCN-124) was recently found to show improved
CO2 uptake at 273 K.
89 The network is alternatively described
Fig. 17 Schematic depicting the design strategy for obtaining rht-MOF-1.
Fig. 18 rht-MOF platform tuning pathways. (X) Modification of the dis-
tance between the SBB and the central triangular core MBB. (Y) Expansion
of the SBB. (n) Substitution of the central triangular core.
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as a (3,5)-c net with a pzh topology, where the ligand was
considered as a (3,3)-c node consisting of two diﬀerent kinds of
3-c nodes and the [Cu2(–O2CR)4(pyridyl)] cluster as a 5-c node.
Other topologies. Lian et al. also reported a 3-periodic net-
work, [Cu24(–NRx)4(1,3,5-BTC)12(DABCO)9(H2O)6]8(NO3),90 con-
taining a cuboctahedral MOP as a 36-c SBB (Fig. 21). The
network contains the characteristics of the nets of fcu and of
ubt simultaneously. A 1,3-BDC unit of the 1,3,5-BTC ligand acts
as an edge and the [Cu2(–O2CR)4] paddlewheel cluster as a 4-cMBB,
forming cuboctahedral MOP as an SBB. The 4-c [Cu2(–O2CR)4]
paddlewheel clusters of the cuboctahedral MOP are interconnected
to twelve other cuboctahedral MOPs in a cubic close packing
arrangement via DABCO linkers, as in the network of the fcu
topology, and the three adjacent cuboctahedral MOPs in the
network are further interconnected via a 3-c [Cu3(–NRx)(–O2CR)3]
cluster, as in the network of the rht topology. In addition, the
eight [Cu3(–NRx)(–O2CR)3] clusters at the corners of a cube are
further interlinked via DABCO linkers to a cubic cage at
the octahedral cavity of the cubic close packing arrangement
of the cuboctahedral MOPs leading to a (3,5,6)-c net of ott
topology (Fig. 21).
Comparison of ntt, ubt, nut, and ott topologies. All the nets of
ntt, ubt, nut, and ott topologies are based on the same
cuboctahedra, as an SBB, in cubic close packing arrangement
(Fig. 22). In the (3,4)-c net of ntt topology, three cuboctahedra
in close contact are interconnected via 3-c node through the
edge-centers of the cuboctahedron (Fig. 22a). Whereas the three
cuboctahedra in the 5-c net of ubt topology are interconnected
Fig. 19 Tetrazole and trefoil ligands utilized for rht-MOF synthesis. Given name(s) for the related MOF are listed, when applicable.
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via 2-c nodes through the corners of the cuboctahedron
(Fig. 22b), in the (3,5)-c net of nut topology, the three cubocta-
hedra are interconnected via both 3-c node through the edge-
centers of the cuboctahedron and 2-c node through the corners
of the cuboctahedron (Fig. 22c). The networks with (3,5)-c
nut topology are yet to be found synthetically. In the (3,5,6)-c
net of an ott topology, in addition to the aforementioned
linkages between the cuboctahedra in the net of the nut
topology, the eight 3-c nodes, in a primitive cubic arrangement
at the octahedral cavity of the cubic close packing arrange-
ment of the cuboctahedra, are further interconnected via 2-c
node (Fig. 22d).
2.2.5. Assembly of rhombic dodecahedral SBBs. All the
SBBs described thus far, which serve to build up MOFs, belong
to the regular or quasi-regular polyhedra family. The specificity
of these MOPs is that their elaboration necessitates use of one
kind of link and one kind of vertex contrary to the rhombic
dodecahedron (rdo), which is composed of two diﬀerent vertices,
i.e., 3-c and 4c. If the cuboctahedral cage constructed solely from
4-c paddlewheels (MOP-1 and related) is considered as an
‘‘alpha’’ cage, this rdo cage can be considered as its ‘‘beta’’
equivalent, which is logical, as the rdo polyhedron is the dual of
the cuo polyhedron, therefore, the middle of their edges both
match with the vertices of a rhombicuboctahedron.
pcu topology. Lah et al.91 reported the use of a 3-c organic node
and a 4-c node leading to a (3,4)-c rhombic dodecahedral MOP.
When the 4-c node of theMOP is further linked via an additional 2-c
linker, the network based on a corner-linked rhombic dodecahedral
MOP as an SBB could be achieved (Fig. 23). In this case, the rhombic
dodecahedral MOP is considered as a 6-c SBB (octahedron) giving
rise to a net of pcu underlying topology.
Zhang et al.92 reported a rhombic dodecahedral (rdo) based
SBB built using six [Zn2(–O2CR)4] clusters as 4-c MBBs, eight
[Zn2(–O2CR)3] (or Zn(–O2CR)3) clusters as 3-c MBBs and the
1,3-BDC groups as the 24 edges. Each of the rhombic dodeca-
hedral MOPs are quadruply interconnected between two square
nodes of six neighboring MOPs in a primitive cubic packing
arrangement giving rise to a pcu underlying topology. However,
the rhombic dodecahedral MOP can alternatively be regarded a
(3,4)-c net having zjz topology (Fig. 24).
rht topology. Recently, Sun et al. reported a very interesting zinc
hexacarboxylate, containing both 3-c and 4-c paddlewheels.93
Fig. 20 Connection of MOP-1 by the bent position of the twenty-four
ligands (isophthalate ends) and apical position of the twelve paddlewheels
(pyridine end) leads to an SBB-based MOF with txt topology.
Fig. 21 ott-type MOF: The cuboctahedral MOPs are 36-connected. The
24 BTC ligands are linked to Cu-trimers [Cu3(–NRx)(–O2CR)3]. Additionally,
each MOP is directly connected to 12 others by bridging DABCO
ligands. The [Cu3(–NRx)(–O2CR)3] cluster is further linked to the
other three [Cu3(–NRx)(–O2CR)3] clusters by DABCO linkers, leading to a
cubic cage.
Fig. 22 (a) Three adjacent cuboctahedra in a net of ntt topology are
linked by a 3-c node through the 24 edge-centers of the MOP. (b) Three
adjacent cuboctahedra in a net of ubt topology are linked by a 2-c node
through the 12 corners of the MOP. (c) The cuboctahedra in a net of nut
topology are linked both by a 3-c node and a 2-c node. (d) In the net of ott
topology, the 3-c nodes in the net of nut topology are further linked to the
other 3-c nodes by 2-c linkers.
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As in the previous example, the structure contains the rhombic
dodecahedral (rdo) cage built from six 4-c paddlewheels and
eight 3-c paddlewheels, bridged by 24 isophthalate moieties from
a trefoil-like ligand. These 24 isophthalates are cross-linked
through the central ring of the ligand in a similar fashion as the
rht-MOFs described earlier in this review. This arrangement
leads to a ‘‘beta’’ version of the ubiquitous (3,24)-c rht-MOFs
(Fig. 25). The structure of this beta-rht-MOF can be alternatively
described as a (3,3,4)-c net with tfe topology.
Interestingly, Yuan et al. simultaneously reported a zinc-
trimesate, where the trigonal MBB is now substituted by
another 3-c paddlewheel.94 Of course, there is no doubt this
type of structure (beta-rht-MOFs) can be expanded by increasing
the size of the branches between the 3-c central core (organic or
3-c paddlewheel) and the rdo cage, similar to what Eddaoudi et al.
reported for the classical ‘‘alpha’’ rht-MOFs.12 Interestingly, the
occurrence of the first beta-rht-MOF can be retroactively traced
back to 2001 for a (3,3,4)-c structure reported by Zaworotko
et al.95 It is not surprising that the beta-rht-MOF was not
recognized back then, as the SBB approach to describe and
construct MOFs, a more elaborate tool permitting to recognize
net-cBUs, was not introduced until years later in 2007.13,23,24
2.2.6. Assembly of tri-capped trigonal prism SBBs
gea topology. Finally, one of the latest additions to those
highly-connected nets that are amenable to the SBB approach
has been introduced recently by the Eddaoudi group, starting
from the discovery of a novel (3,18)-c net, now in the RCSR and
referred to as gea (Fig. 26).10 The initial MOF, gea-MOF-1,
revealed the discovery of a nonanuclear rare earth cluster acting
as an 18-c MBB linked by triangular tricarboxylate ligands.
Immediately, upon the discovery of this new MOF system,
Eddaoudi’s group recognized the potential of this highly-
connected net to be employed as a blueprint for the practice
Fig. 23 Linking rhombic dodecahedral MOPs by nitrate anions leads to an
SBB-based MOF with pcu topology.
Fig. 24 Quadruple crosslinking of rdo SBB (points of extension defining a
rhombicuboctahedron) leads to an SBB-based MOF with pcu topology.
Fig. 25 Comparison of the alpha cage (tco) and beta cage (rdo-a).
Considering the bent position of the ligand as vertices, both alpha and
beta cages can be seen as a rhombicuboctahedron (rco) with 24 vertices.
The only way to link rco with triangles leads to the edge-transitive rht net
(represented as augmented).
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of the SBB approach. The requisite MOP (M9L18), containing
the coded information suitable to transpose the observed
connectivity of the inorganic cluster in the parent gea-MOF-1,
has been previously reported.40 The aforementioned MOP results
from the assembly of two types of bent ligands (6  901 and
12  1201 angles) with copper paddlewheels. After careful
geometrical analysis, a trefoil-like hexacarboxylate ligand, simi-
lar to those utilized for rht-MOFs, was designed to include one
of the predisposed dicarboxylate moieties at a 901 angle,
and the remaining two at 1201. As expected, the synthesized
ligand, in combination with copper (paddlewheels), resulted in
the formation of the MOP-based SBB in situ, which are
also cross-linked to form the pre-targeted gea-MOF-2, the first
SBB-based gea-MOF.
It is to be mentioned that the topology of gea-MOF-2 can be
described as a (3,3,3,4,4)-c net having gwe topology. Never-
theless, such a penta-nodal net is far too complicated to allow
for intuitive design of this material, a gwe-MOF, from simple
combination of five distinct basic 3-c and 4-c MBBs.
2.3. MOPs for MOFs: Conclusion
As elucidated through all the aforementioned examples, the SBB
approach relies on the use of a MOP as an elaborate building
entity, programmed in order to contain the coded information
essential to construct a targeted MOF with a given topology.
The MOP encloses the requisite geometrical information with
desired peripheral points of extension (connectivity) that match
the net-cBUs’ coding for a selected targeted net.
The key perquisites to use the SBB approach for the design
of a MOF are: (1) A blueprint net with minimal edge-transitivity,
preferably singular, that is exclusive for the assembly of given
building units, and not susceptible to self-interpenetration upon
net expansion and/or decoration and (2) reaction conditions that
permit us to consistently form the desired SBB.
3. Supermolecular building layers
(SBLs)
Many existing 3-periodic MOFs can be interpreted as consisting
of inter-connected (e.g., pillared) layers (i.e., 2-periodic sheets).
The underlying layers can be isolated through deconstruction
of the crystal structure, and in fine, designed and constructed
from judiciously selected metals and ligands. As mentioned
earlier in this review, edge-transitive nets are ideal targets in
crystal chemistry. To apply this to pillared-layer structures, it is
important to recognize that there are only five edge-transitive
2-periodic nets that exist, sql (square lattice), kgm (Kagome´), hcb
(honeycomb), kgd (Kagome´ dual), and hex (hexagonal lattice).
Targeting these nets and their corresponding pillared versions
can facilitate rational design of MOFs (Fig. 27).
Moreover, when regarded as augmented layers, it appears
that, out of these five edge-transitive layered nets, two of them,
sql and kgm, can be regarded as the assembly of squares (i.e.,
they are solely composed of 4-c vertices). These nets are thus
suitable to target with metals able to form the ubiquitous (and
aforementioned) 4-c paddlewheel (Cu, Ni, Fe, Zn, Co, etc.).31,96
Hundreds of examples of pillared MOFs can be found in the
Cambridge Structural Database (CSD),97 most of them being
quite simple pillaring, as will be described below. However, in
2011, Eddaoudi et al. introduced a powerful concept/strategy,
namely supermolecular building layers (SBLs), that allowed the
design and discovery of pillared MOFs with a much higher degree
of complexity.98 Of course, this unique strategy is not restricted to
complex pillaring, and is also applicable to simple pillaring.
The SBL approach leverages the possibility to utilize the
readily targeted 2-periodic MOF layers (SBLs) as building
blocks to construct, functional 3-periodic porous MOFs. This
is accomplished by chemically cross-linking the layers through
accessible bridging sites on the layers (e.g., open-metal site or
Fig. 26 Schematic showing the design path followed to achieve the construction of gea-MOF-2, the first SBB-based gea-MOF.
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functionalizable position of the organic linker). This design
method requires judicious selection of organic ligands that will
pillar the layers. As a result of the countless cross-linking
combinations, myriad MOFs having specific underlying 3-periodic
network topologies can be designed and synthesized utilizing
the pre-targeted SBLs. An additional advantage of this approach
is the fact that the overall framework and network topology
will remain constant, based on the pillared layers, allowing
practically endless expansion of the confined space (e.g., cav-
ities, porosity). It can also be noted that, if the pores or windows
of the layers remain unexpanded (i.e., expansion of the pillar
only), any concern for interpenetration, a plague of many
expanded MOFs, is precluded. The inherent modularity of this
method allows for facile functionalization or introduction of
additional functionalities (e.g., free carboxylic acid groups98)
to target specific applications (e.g., MOF platforms for CO2
capture, gas separation, controlled drug release, etc.).99
3.1. Axial-to-axial pillaring
The first and, apparently, most obvious way for the pillaring of
MOF layers takes advantage of neighboring accessible metal
sites; this can be referred to as axial-to-axial (A–A) pillaring.
Perhaps the most common, readily constructed, and well-known
examples involve MOFs having sql or kgm topology and are
based on the aforementioned square paddlewheel dimer MBBs
[M2(–O2CR)4(A)2; M = metal, A = axial ligand] bridged by ditopic
organic ligands [e.g., benzenedicarboxylates, such as tere-
phthalate or isophthalate].31,96,100 In these examples, the axial
sites of the square (4-c) paddlewheel orient outward toward the
upper and lower surfaces of the MOF layer. In 2-periodic
materials, these sites are typically occupied by terminal ligands
(e.g., water, pyridine, or DMF) that do not play a role in the
network topology. Thus, utilizing a linear, bifunctional or
ditopic ligand (e.g., azolated ligands, such as DABCO101–128 or
bipyridine113,126,129–141) allows coordination to neighboring
open-metal/axial sites (i.e., now 6-c, octahedral) and resultant
cross-linking of separate/independent layers (Fig. 28). Thus, the
sql-MOFs could be employed as SBLs amenable to pillaring via
cross-linking through linear organic linkers to construct the
desired MOF platform having pcu topology, pcu-MOF, based on
linear bridging of 6-c (octahedral) nodes. Surprisingly, the first
and intended formation of such a MOF by Seki, Mori, et al.
in 2001, has been barely cited,101 despite a large series of
isoreticular mixed-ligand pcu-MOFs that have since been pro-
duced, derived from their pioneering approach.
Indeed, there are many distinct examples of such pcu-MOFs,
due to the exceptional tunability of this platform. It is possible
to substitute the original Cu103,108,110,125,129,131,137,140 from the
SBL with other metals, such as Zn,102,104–106,108,110–119,
122–126,130,132,133,135,136,138,142–157 Ni,109,127,139 Co,107,120,121,134,139,141,158,159
Mn,160 Fe,128 Cu/Zn,125 etc., but also to vary the length
(1,4-BDC,105,107,109,110,113,118,121–126,128,132,135,142,143,145–149,160
2,6-NDC,103–111,113,119,120 4,4-BPDC,135 etc.135) or functionality
(–NH2,
111,114,119,160 –NO2,
106 –F,103,113,146 –Me,113,134 –Cl,116,119
–Br,116,119 –COOH,114,129,130,137 –OH,111,117 –naphthalene–,108,113,144
–anthracene–,112,115,138 etc.102,104,136) of the dicarboxylate ligand, as
well as the pillars (e.g., DABCO,102–128 bipyridine,113,126,129–141
benzene-bipyridine,146 functionalized bipyridines,143,152,154
di-triazole,148 etc.,131,133,135,140,142,144–147,149–151,153,155–157,159,160 Fig. 28).
In addition to the paddlewheel-based SBL, the SBLs can
be constructed from a variety of metal clusters and/or single-
metal ions and organic bridging ligands,161 and the pillar can
be any other ditopic entity, such as organic dicarboxylates162 or
inorganic (e.g., SiF6),
163 resulting in limitless possibilities for
novel 3-periodic MOFs.
Another type of sql layered material, mainly explored by
Hupp et al.164–175 and Choe et al.,176–180 can be constructed from
4-c carboxylate ligands, such as porphyrin tetra-benzoates, leading,
in most cases, to MOFs with a (4,6)-c fsc topology. They can be
seen as variations of the above described pcu-MOFs, where half
of the pillars are missing, offering therefore more potential
accessible voids. Interestingly, the simultaneous pillaring of
paddlewheels and porphyrins can sometimes occur, leading to
MOFs with pcu topology, but also more complex nets that we
Fig. 27 Schematic of the five edge-transitive layers (top) and their augmented forms (bottom).
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will not describe here, as they are not reasonably targetable as
part of the SBL design strategy.176–180 The first fsc-MOF was
reported in 2007 by Feng et al., based on Cu6I6 and Cu8I8 MBBs
bridged by DABCO, but again, would be difficult to employ in a
pillaring strategy.181
Interestingly, the number of kag-MOFs, i.e., kgm layers pillared
in the same A–A fashion is scarce. These MOFs would potentially
offer more void space than their pcu analogues.109,123,126
Other two-dimensional layers are well-known in coordination
chemistry182–184 and in 2003, another example of A–A pillaring
Fig. 28 Schematic of the A–A pillaring of sql, kgm, hxl, and hcb layers to form the pcu, fsc, kag, hex, bnn, hms, gra, and tfz nets (top), and a non-
exhaustive list of ligands that have been used for this type of pillaring (bottom).
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was reported by Rosseinsky et al. based on Ni3BTC2 honeycomb
layers, pillared by 4,4-bipyridine, leading to a (3,4)-c tfz-MOF.185
Interestingly, in this SBL, Ni plays the role of a 2-c node that
bridges the 3-c BTC ligands; also, it is possible to ‘‘inverse’’ the
roles and find in the literature a layer constructed of 3-c Zn
paddlewheels bridged by triptycene–dicarboxylate.162 In this
particular case, the ligands also act as pillars to form a 5-c net
with bnn topology. These pillars are connected in a monodentate
coordination fashion, and one can reasonably imagine replacing
them by other types of ligands without affecting the formation of
the SBL, as exemplified by the occurrence of related 2-periodic
SBLs in the open literature.186
A variant of the bnn net can be achieved using Ni and
trimesic acid (i.e., an hcb SBL where both the ligand and Ni play
the role of 3-c nodes), pillared by ligands such as 4,40-bipyridine,
as reported by Sun et al. in 2007.187 In this specific case, the
N-based ligand pillars the Ni, the other 3-c nodes from the layer
(trimesate) remain unchanged. The resulting hms-MOF is then
regarded as a variant of a bnn-MOF, with half of the pillars
missing. Interestingly, Lah et al. reported in 2013 an interesting
post-synthetic pillar exchange with DABCO, leading to fully
exchanged pillars, or SBLs alternatively pillared by 4,40-bipyridine
and DABCO.188 The same group gave even further contribution as
they also reported a fourth type of hcb pillaring (gra), where the
SBLs are staggered from one another (versus eclipsed in hms).189
By choosing the hxl layer as a starting point for a pillaring
strategy, it is evident to target 6-c hex-MOFs. Despite the
fact that this kind of SBL190 or corresponding pillared MOFs
seem diﬃcult to produce, Vittal et al. reported such a hex-MOF
in 2012.150
Finally, to the best of our knowledge, there is no reported
example of pillared kgd SBLs. This is surely related to the
unique nature of the kgd layer, which requires two types of
nodes for its formation (3-c and 6-c nodes), making it extremely
challenging to target. If such a 2-periodic MOF is achieved,
it will not necessarily be compatible with the SBL approach
(i.e., may not be ‘‘pillar-able’’).190
3.2. Ligand-to-ligand pillaring: ssa-MOF, ssb-MOF, lvt-MOF,
pts-MOF, lon-MOF, and nbo-MOF platforms
Another SBL cross-linking/pillaring method involves multifunc-
tional ligands for linear pillaring, though perhaps in a less
obvious manner. In the case of the square paddlewheel based
SBLs, there are positions on the organic bridge (e.g., 5-position
on isophthalate) that orient outward toward the upper and
lower surfaces of the MOF layer. These sites are readily modified
through conventional organic chemistry. Through appropriate
design of the ligand, these positions from two neighboring layers
can be chemically bridged, thus covalently pillaring the layers. In
other words, specific ligands are selected/designed to simulta-
neously contain two bridging ligand moieties (e.g., di-isophthalate,
‘‘X’’- or ‘‘I’’-shaped) that pillar adjacent layers through the covalent
linkage within the tetracarboxylate ligand (Fig. 30). This method of
cross-linking SBLs, so called ligand-to-ligand (L–L) pillaring, where
the 4-c ligand coordinates to form the 4-c paddlewheel MBB, results
in 3-periodic MOFs based on an underlying (4,4)-c topology.
We mentioned earlier in this review that the assembly of 4-c
paddlewheels with 2-c ligands, such as isophthalates, can lead
to two types of edge-transitive layers, sql or kgm. However, a
close examination of the structures from the CSD,97 will reveal
that it is possible to distinguish at least two types of sql
layers, where the arrangement of the isophthalates around
the paddlewheels diﬀers. Taking into account the fact that
the isophthalate ligand is bent, this will lead to several distinct
L–L pillaring possibilities, as the functionalized position
(5-position of isophthalate) of the ligand will alternately point
up or down from the sql layer, but in a different fashion, as
depicted in Fig. 29. This statement is generally applicable to sql
layers built from paddlewheels and various ligands including
isophthalate-based moieties.
A third variation can occur in the event that the 4-c node is
of tetrahedral geometry. An example is by reacting salts of 6- to
8-coordinate metals (e.g., indium) and isophthalate-based
ligands.191 In this manner, it is possible to target a third type
of sql layer, sql-3, where the bent position of the isophthalates is
alternately pointing up and down. Even though this sql-3 layer is
probably more diﬃcult to achieve compared to the ones based
on paddlewheels, it allows in fine some additional interesting
pillaring possibilities, as will be described later in this review.
This L–L pillaring type can be divided into two distinct
subgroups, depending on the conformation of the tetra-
carboxylate ligand used. When the four carboxylates are arranged
to form a square/rectangle, and if the SBL is based on the sql-1, or
sql-2 layer, the resulting 3-periodic structures will be an ssb-MOF192
or an lvt-MOF, respectively;39 if the SBL is based on the kgm layer,
the result is, in most cases, an nbo-MOF.192–196
However, other L–L pillaring types are possible but
require the use of 4-c ligands with slightly different geometry.
Fig. 29 Schematic representing three possible types of sql layer
types that can be obtained with isophthalate and square paddlewheel
MBBs (sql-1 and sql-2) or isophthalate and tetrahedral indium MBBs (sql-3).
Orange lines represent isophthalates pointing ‘‘up’’ while blue lines repre-
sent isophthalates pointing ‘‘down’’.
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Indeed, when kgm layers are produced by bent ligands such as
isophthalate, the bent/functionalizable position of the ligand does
not point straightly up or down from the layer, but it is also oriented
to point either inside or outside a specific window in the layer.
Fig. 30 Schematic of the L–L pillaring of sql and kgm layers to form the nbo, ssa, lvt, pts, ssb, and lon nets (top), and a non-exhaustive list of ligands that
have been used for this type of pillaring (bottom).
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Depending on the orientation of the bent position, an
additional topology, ssa (which can alternatively be described
as sty if the 4-c ligand is considered as two 3-c nodes58), is
possible.63,197 In the reported examples, the tetracarboxylate
ligands are not linear, this allows the geometry to deviate from
the aforementioned predefined orientation of the isophthalate
moieties (similarly to the rare cases of formation of ssb-MOFs).
When the four carboxylates from the ligand form a tetrahedron
(D2d symmetry; for example, two staggered isophthalates), the
possible alternate pillaring of sql-2 layers will lead to MOFs
with the pts topology (which can alternatively be described as
tfk, if the 4-c ligand is considered as two 3-c nodes58). To the
best of our knowledge, no tfk-MOFs based on pillaring of sql-2
SBLs have been reported so far.
It should be mentioned that, in addition to tuning the
functionality of the ligand,192 it is also possible to tune the
cavities through use of relatively low symmetry (sometimes
called asymmetric due to lack of a center of inversion) ligands.
Indeed, in 2010, Matzger et al. reported the synthesis of an
nbo-MOF (UMCM-152) and a pts-MOF (UMCM-153), where the
kgm and sql layers are of a lower symmetry (Fig. 31). For the
kgm, half of the triangle windows are constructed from iso-
phthalate moieties, whereas the other half are made from the
extended isophthalate analogue, benzene-dibenzoate. Regarding
the sql structure, the square shape of the windows is now
modified into a rectangular shape, delimited by two isophthalate
and two benzene-dibenzoate moieties.198 A similar strategy
has recently been used by Qian et al. for the synthesis of an
nbo-MOF (ZJU-32).199
Schro¨der et al. reported a series of pillared In-tetra-
carboxylate MOFs, where the layer is sql-3. In these cases, the
two isophthalate moieties from the ligands are eclipsed, result-
ing inMOFs with pts topology.200–204 At this stage, it is important
to notice that two different sqls (sql-2 and sql-3) can be pillared
using the same type of pillaring (L–L) and lead to similar pts
topology. This fact is actually due to the nature of the 4-c pts net,
which results (in its augmented form) in the assembly of squares
and tetrahedra. The pts net (Fig. 32) can then be regarded as (i)
sql-2 layers (based on square MBBs) pillared by tetrahedra
(staggered 4-c ligands), or alternatively as (ii) sql-3 layers (based
on tetrahedral MBBs) pillared by square (eclipsed 4-c ligands).
Interestingly, the expansion of the ligand for each case will lead
to the expansion of the pts structure in two distinct ways. This
difference will be well-reflected by using an alternative way
of describing those structures, which consists of describing each
4-c ligand as two 3-c nodes58 and permits us to differentiate the
two types of structure. Then, the pts net from sql-2 becomes a tfk
net, while the pts net from sql-3 becomes a tfi net.
The pts net is not the only one that can be achieved by L–L
pillaring of sql-3. Indeed, Lah et al. recently reported a MOF
where the Co2(–O2CR)4(H2O)3 MBB has the shape of a tetra-
hedron, which are linked together by isophthalate moieties
from the ligand to form an sql-3 SBL. The second isophthalate
moiety of the ligand is staggered (4-c ligand is then considered
as a tetrahedron), resulting in a MOF with a very rare lon topology
which can alternatively be described as zyl, if the 4-c ligand is
considered as two 3-c nodes.58,204–206
3.3. eea-MOFs, rtl-MOFs, and other trigonal type pillaring
A third strategy (Fig. 33), comparable to the one previously
mentioned in the SBB section for the construction of txt-MOFs,
combines both of the previous two strategies through incorpor-
ating two types of function within the ‘‘linear’’ pillar molecule,
a function that can interact with an accessible metal site on
the one hand and the organic bridging ligand on the other
hand. Thus, each ligand/pillar is a bi-functional ligand having
trigonal geometry, containing a ditopic bridging moiety (e.g.,
5-substituted isophthalate) that forms the expected MOF layer
(e.g., sql or kgm),207,208 as well as a second functional group
(e.g., an N-donor group attached at the 5-position of isophthalate)
allowing coordination to a metal site in a neighboring layer.
This combination results in what the Eddaoudi group termed
ligand-to-axial (L–A) pillaring. L–A pillaring, utilizing a trigonal
(3-c) pillar, produces layers composed of bridged octahedral-like
Fig. 31 Lower symmetry ligand strategy for the formation of a pillared
nbo-MOF (UMCM-152) based on the asymmetric kgm layer and a
pts-MOF (UMCM-153) based on lower symmetry sql.
Fig. 32 View of the pts net. It can be regarded as both sql-2 pillared by
tetrahedra and sql-3 pillared by squares.
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MBBs (6-c) building units, Fig. 33, and thus results in the
construction of (3,6)-c, 3-periodic MOFs.
According to the RCSR database,9 there were fifty one
reported (3,6)-c nets at the time of our research, only six of
which (i.e., anh, ant, apo, brk, pyr, rtl), to our knowledge, can be
deconstructed into 2D sql layers of octahedra linked by triangles
(‘‘Y’’- or ‘‘T’’-shaped). As such, these networks would be regarded
as the most plausible targets using our strategy. The 2D layers in
these targetable topologies correspond to the edge-transitive sql
network, and as mentioned previously, edge-transitive nets are
the most appropriate targets in crystal chemistry.
Utilizing this method, Eddaoudi and coworkers were able
to design and utilize a relatively rigid bifunctional trigonal
ligand, 5-(4H-1,2,4-triazol-4-yl)-isophthalic acid; reacting this
ligand with copper salts allowed formation of the necessary
paddlewheel MBB resulting in a targeted L–A pillared sql-MOF.
Topological analysis of the resultant (3,6)-c net revealed an
rtl-MOF.209 This was the expected result as the rutile net (rtl) has
been considered the ‘‘easiest target for a designed synthesis’’
for combining triangles and octahedra.210 To the best of our
knowledge, prior to this, only one similarly pillared rtl-MOF
was reported, by Su et al. although no reference to pillaring was
Fig. 33 Schematic of the diﬀerent L–A trigonal pillaring types successfully targeted with kgm and sql layers (top). Non-exhaustive list of ligands used for
trigonal, L–A, pillaring (bottom).
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mentioned, and the topology was not assigned as rtl.211
Recent important contributions have also been reported in
2012 by Bai et al.212
To target the other (3,6)-c nets, it is possible to purposely
introduce some flexibility into the pillar ligand via a methoxy
linkage (e.g., 3- or 4-pyridylmethoxyisophthalic acid). This approach
was reported by Eddaoudi’s group to allow the intended formation
of the first apo-MOF.209 Expansion of the ligand allows the synthesis
of 3-periodic MOFs with larger, non-interpenetrated cavities/pores.
Additionally, it is also possible to form a (3,6)-c net from the
2-periodic supramolecular isomer, kgm SBL. Though not origin-
ally listed in the RCSR database, this additional (3,6)-c net was
retroactively added, resulting in the existence of the first net
(eea) based on the trigonal pillaring of kgm layers.209 Notably,
some isoreticular eea-MOFs, one of them now comprised of a
rigid ligand, were reported by Lah et al.213,214 Finally, a recent
report from Chen et al. showed the possibility to target such
trigonally-pillared MOFs by using expanded layers (i.e., replacing
isophthalate by pyridine-dibenzoate), including the one having
pyr topology (MCF-30).215
3.4. Four-connected L–L pillars and sql layers: tbo, mmm,
bor, eed, ofp, and hge nets
The fourth SBL approach was developed as a result of the
understanding of the 3-dimensional nature of 3-periodic MOF
structures and the design and development of corresponding
complex multi-dimensional ligands. HKUST-1, one of the first
prototype 3-periodic MOFs,216 is well-known to be a (3,4)-c
structure with tbo topology (i.e., tbo-MOF) based on the trigonal
(3-c) 1,3,5-BTC ligand and the square (4-c) paddlewheel dicopper
MBB. Analogous or pyridyl-based expanded tbo-MOFs (based on
trigonal ligands) have been widely studied,217–223 and some of
them are subject to interpenetration.218,221,222
Further analysis by the Eddaoudi group revealed that HKUST-1
can be deconstructed into sql layers that are cross-linked by a 4-c
MBB. Thus, it can be envisioned that substitution of this MBB by
analogous quadrangular organic MBBs (i.e., a non-linear, octatopic,
tetrafunctional, quadrangular pillar) will allow the formation of
analogous layer-based, HKUST-analogous tbo-MOFs (Fig. 34–36).
Again, the modularity of this approach allowed for the facile
development of a series of isoreticular MOFs with expansion of
the distance between the layers, from 11 Å in HKUST-1 up to
27 Å in tbo-MOF-4.98 Indeed, the ability to generate [M(R-BDC)]n
SBLs (in this case, sql is the net-cBU) consistently in situ and space
them using organic pillars permits the relatively small square
windows of the SBLs to be preserved. This, unlike in the non-(SBL-
based) HKUST analogues, prevents self-interpenetration, but
still allows the functionalization and/or enlargement of the
cavities delimited by the pillars. This is especially interesting
in the case of tbo-MOF-3, where additional carboxylic acid
moieties were introduced as pendant groups on the quadran-
gular pillar used for tbo-MOF-2, and thus permitted construc-
tion of a tbo-MOF with pores/channels decorated by a periodic
array of free carboxylic acid groups (Fig. 37). This designed
feature is of particular interest, because it is, in fact, quite
diﬃcult to achieve in MOFs, as carboxylic acids and/or carboxylates
usually coordinate to the metals/clusters within the framework;
this confirms the power of the SBL approach for the design and
construction of ‘‘functional’’ MOFs. In addition, this function-
alization in tbo-MOF-3 has an important impact on the gas
sorption properties, as it allows, for example, the enhancement
of the heats of adsorption for CO2 from 30 to 35 kJ mol
1,98
but also gives rise to drastically enhanced hydrocarbon separa-
tion properties.99
It should be noted that since the introduction of the SBL
approach to HKUST-1-like tbo-MOFs, several other examples in
the tbo-MOF family have appeared in the open literature;224–226
some of them (e.g., ZJU-18-20), however, are composed of a
slightly different sql SBL, half of the square MBBs forming the
sql layer being a 4-c Mn3(–O2CR)4(m-H2O) trimer instead of the
usual M2(–O2CR)4 paddlewheel.
227
Another interesting example is illustrated by PCN-80.
Indeed, this MOF is a tbo-MOF, but unlike most of the other
examples, its ‘‘fully deconstructed’’ topology can be interpreted
as a (3,3,4)-c net with lwg topology. Surprisingly, in this MOF/net,
distance between the triangles (denoted ‘‘a’’ in Fig. 38) is closely
related to the distance between the two carboxylates on each arm
of the ligand (denoted ‘‘b’’), which makes further expansion of the
ligand very diﬃcult, if not impossible in PCN-80, whereas ligand
expansion is an easily achievable feature in some of the other
reported tbo-MOFs.98 However, one can imagine a net related to
tbo, in which the deconstruction of the square/rectangle into two
triangles58 leads to a distance ‘‘a’’ independent from the distance
‘‘b’’, making therefore the hypothetical MOFs obtained in this net
expandable on the ‘‘a’’ distance without restriction of the ‘‘b’’
distance. We envisioned such a (3,3,4)-c net with transitivity [3333]
(coordination sequence for each node: A: 4 8 16 24 42 64 84 108
132 174; B: 3 6 14 27 42 55 78 120 149 156; C: 3 8 13 24 38 59 81 102
135 167) and named it gex.
The second possible complex pillaring of sql SBLs (i.e., by a
tetragonal pillar) can be achieved by switching from square/
rectangle pillar geometry to a geometrically tetrahedral pillar
type, which will aﬀord MOFs with mmm topology (Fig. 34 and
Fig. 39). Lin et al. reported in 2009 the first examples of such a
pillared mmm-MOF (which can be alternatively described as
mml topology, while considering the tetrahedral shape as two
staggered 3-c nodes58).228 Since this early report, which did not
refer to layers or pillaring, only a few more recent examples of
mmm-MOFs have been reported, indicating that this pillaring
type still lends to further exploration.229,230
The two previous types of pillaring are achieved using the sql
layer denoted sql-1 in Fig. 29. Of course, there might be other
possible ways to pillar sql layers using squares or triangles that
will involve sql-2. Due to the lack of information present in the
literature, sql-2 will not be discussed further in this review.
However, another famous topology, namely boracite (bor), can,
as the names suggest, be seen as related to tbo (twisted boracite).
Using our SBL approach, it is obvious that MOFs having bor
topology can be achieved through tetrahedral pillaring of sql-3.
Though it may not be the SBL approach, it is worth mentioning
(in a review on SBBs as well) that the networks with both
tbo and bor topologies can also be seen as based on the
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edge-center-shared tetrahedral MOPs (Fig. 40). While the
shared edge-center in tbo net is a planar 4-c node of D2h point
symmetry, the corresponding shared edge-center in the bor net
is a tetrahedral 4-c node of D2d point symmetry.
Several MOFs with the bor topology have been reported
(Fig. 41),231–236 but, to the best of our knowledge, there are only
a limited number of bor-MOFs where the net is constructed from
the pillaring of sql-3 by tetrahedra, that is, MOFs where the
tetrahedra form the sql are distinct from the tetrahedra that
serve as pillars (i.e., only a few SBL-based bor-MOFs).237,238
Interestingly, and comparable to the case of rtl and apo nets
(Fig. 33), two distinct ways are possible for this type of pillaring
of sql-3, leading to a second topology, namely ofp.239 This ofp
net can be regarded as A-B-A pillaring of sqls, whereas the bor
net is of the A-A-A pillaring type (Fig. 34). Since the ofp net is
not an edge-transitive net, it is not as favorable in crystal
chemitry and is less likely to be observed than the bor net.
Fig. 34 Schematic of the pillaring of sql layers by square/rectangle (left) and tetrahedral pillars (right).
Fig. 35 (a) HKUST-1 (tbo-MOF-1), the tbo-MOF prototype. (b) Schematic
showing the tbo net. (c) Highlight of the sql layer in HKUST-1. (d) Highlight
of the pillared sql (tbo net) in HKUST-1. (e) Representation of the achieved
expansion of the quadrangular pillar in tbo-MOFs.
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Similar to the case of tbo andmmm from sql-1, not only can
the sql-3 layer be pillared by tetrahedra, as described above, but
also by squares/rectangles. Likewise, two distinct ways are
possible for this type of pillaring, leading to two distinct
(3,4,4)-c nets that had not been reported prior to this review.
The first topology, now added to the RCSR as eed, corresponds
to a (3,4,4)-c net with transitivity [3221] (coordination sequence
for each node: A: 3 9 15 33 45 82 90 153 150 230; B: 4 8 20
30 60 68 120 126 200 180; C: 4 8 20 30 60 68 120 126 200 180)
and consists of A-A-A pillaring, whereas the second topology,
hge corresponds to a (3,4,4)-c net with transitivity [3221]
Fig. 36 Non-exhaustive list of square/rectangle ligands utilized for the
SBL formation of tbo-MOFs. Gray part of the tbo-MOF-3 ligand corre-
sponds to non-coordinating isophthalic acid moieties.
Fig. 37 Illustration of the ease of functionalization of the central core of
tbo-MOFs.
Fig. 38 Comparison of the expandability in lgw-MOFs and gex-MOFs.
Fig. 39 Non-exhaustive list of tetrahedral ligands used to produce
mmm-MOFs.
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(coordination sequence for each node: A: 3 9 15 33 44 80 86 147
142 229; B: 4 8 20 28 56 68 120 110 184 188; C: 4 8 20 30 60 64
112 118 192 172) and A-B-A pillaring (Fig. 34). At the time of our
research, no MOFs having these topologies have been reported,
but there is no doubt such MOFs can be reasonably targeted
and achieved using the SBL approach and the appropriate
metal–ligand systems.240
3.5. Six-connected L–L pillars and kgm layers: agw and eef
nets
Due to the symmetry of the quadrangular- and tetrahedral-core
pillars, kgm layers (with triangular and hexagonal pores) have
been precluded from the previous two examples of the SBL
approach. Nonetheless, kgm SBLs can also be utilized to target
3-periodic MOFs with multi-dimensional ligands of diﬀerent
symmetry (e.g., Oh and D3h). There are two common types of 6-c
node, octahedral and trigonal prism, which could serve as a
multi-connected pillar between kgm layers. If we explore the
paddlewheel-based kgm-MOF, one can envision how a hexa-
isophthalate ligand or metalloligand (3-up, 3-down) might
serve the purpose to target pillared kgm-MOFs. While the
isophthalates, in combination with the M2(–O2CR)4 dinuclear
paddlewheel cluster, generate the two-periodic kgm SBL, func-
tionalization in the isophthalate 5-position, either through
covalent linkage to a 6-c organic core (e.g., hexa-substituted
benzene) or to an ancillary function that can coordinate to a 6-c
metal/cluster (e.g., metalloligand), offers the potential to generate
numerous cross-linked kgm-MOFs (Fig. 42).
A review of the CSD97 reveals that hexa-substituted benzenes
often give a 3-up, 3-down orientation of the external
groups. Thus, the design and synthesis of a hexa-isophthalate
ligand, similar to the one used for the carboxylate-
functionalized tbo-MOF-3, has the potential to give an octahe-
dral organic core, covalently linking each of the six isophthalate
termini resulting in an octahedral orientation; this feature
combined with the kgm SBL results in a net with the recently
added eef topology.240
Alternatively, the pillaring of kgm through a trigonal prismatic
core results in a net having agw topology (i.e., agw-MOFs).
Though obviously predictable via the SBL approach, this type of
structure was first discovered serendipitously by employing lower
symmetry tricarboxylate (i.e., pseudo-heterofunctional) ligands in
combination with metals suitable for formation of the dinuclear
paddlewheel MBB (e.g., copper). However, an additional MBB,
an unexpected trinuclear cluster, formed in situ, which, in
combination with the ligand, mimics a trigonal prism hexa-
isophthalate ligand, and, with the paddlewheel, this ‘‘metallo-
ligand’’ gave rise to the corresponding pillared kgm-MOF, an
agw-MOF. To the best of our knowledge, no reference to any
pillaring technique was mentioned.241 Similar materials have
since been retroactively targeted and achieved by utilizing a
mixed-metal system, where a secondary metal (copper being the
primary metal which forms the paddlewheel and the SBLs) is
utilized to form a trinuclear trigonal prism cluster MBB as the
core of the metalloligand pillar.242
Fig. 40 A comparison of the two (3,4)-c nets with (a) tbo topology and (b)
bor topology based on edge-center-shared tetrahedral MOPs.
Fig. 41 View of a bor-MOF and the related bor net (shown as augmented).
Fig. 42 Schematic showing the two possible ways for hexatopic pillaring
of kgm layers. Trigonal prism (left) or octahedral (right) pillared kgm-MOFs
can be obtained by using the appropriate pillaring ligand/molecule.
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3.6. Six-connected A–A pillars and kgm layers: lon-e net
As the last example of pillared MOFs using the SBL strategy (A–A
fashion, Fig. 43), Zaworotko et al. recently developed a stepwise
path for the achievement of a similar type of pillaring.243 Rather
than targeting conditions to form the requisite trigonal prism
in situ, their group developed relatively stable trinuclear trigonal
prism clusters (i.e., discrete) from chromium salts with the formula
Cr3(m3O)(–O2CR)6, decorated by six pyridyl moieties. They were then
able to target the kgm SBL in situ for the construction of a series of
pillared MOFs with lon-e topology. This method broadens the
scope of the SBL approach and pillaring strategies toward the
design of functional materials.
3.7. Layers for MOFs: Conclusion
As demonstrated above, the SBL approach relies on the use of a
metal–organic layer, usually based on edge-transitive lattices (e.g.,
Kagome´ and square), as an elaborate building entity (the net-cBU,
in this case) that is then periodically cross-linked (pillared) into
predicted three-periodic MOFs. Once the net-cBU is established,
pillaring can be targeted via three different methods, depending
on the the SBL and respective geometry (e.g., bridging ligand
orientation): (1) Axial-to-axial (A–A); (2) axial-to-ligand (A–L); and
(3) ligand-to-ligand (L–L), which can be subdivided into simple
(e.g., linear) or complex (e.g., multi-dimensional). As in the case of
SBBs, the key prerequisites to use the SBL approach for the
design of a MOF are: (1) A blueprint net with minimal edge-
transitivity, preferably singular, that is exclusive for the particular
pillaring of the given building units, and (2) reaction conditions
that permit us to consistently form the desired SBL in situ.
Uniquely, control of the SBL pores allows the material designer
to preclude self-interpenetration upon net expansion and/or
decoration, leading to predicted and unprecedented MOFs with
tunable cavities, essentially isoreticular platforms that can be
ideally functionalized for pressing applications pertaining to
catalysis and gas separation.
4. Conclusions
In this review, we described and illustrated two powerful design
strategies, namely the SBB and SBL approaches. Without being
exhaustive, we carefully selected relevant examples that should
guide researchers and show them how judicious selection of
pre-programmed SBBs or SBLs allows for the construction of
pre-designed MOFs.
Although topological considerations are of prime impor-
tance to describe the structure, we encourage chemists to
use the tools of topology (net, connectivity, edge-transitivity,
minimal transitivity) to elucidate the ideal SBBs or SBLs with all
the coded structural/geometrical information that will serve as
net-cBUs to construct the desired MOFs.
To illustrate these methodologies, we described some
topologies for which MOFs have already been reported, but also
proposed some new ideas (i.e., some unprecedented topologies)
that have not yet been explored. There is no doubt they are
attainable targets in MOF chemistry, as they are envisioned from
the assembly of already existing SBLs or SBBs.
Finally, using an ideal blueprint, in combination with the
appropriate pre-programmed SBB or SBL, design almost becomes a
reality, and the only limitation for the construction of the desired
functional MOFs is the chemist/material designer’s imagination.
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